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***Please confirm bv reply email that this will be presented before the committee tomorrow. Unfortunately 
we are at work and thus unable to attend in person.***

Item 16-0509

FAQ: DOT Committee re Councilman Rvu's Proposed Change to TPPD # 215

Dear Sirs

We strongly oppose this proposed change to TPPD # 215. Councilman Ryu has requested this change to a new TPPD 
prematurely, without even a cursory investigation or analysis of the likely or actual impact of this new TPPD (which has 
effectively not even gone into force yet) on the neighborhood nor the likely impact of his requested change to the 
existing TPPD on the neighborhood.

TPPD #215 was only just approved by DOT Committee for a period of 12 months and was recommended by prior 
Councilman LaBonge after analysis and research by Councilman LaBonge's assistants and chief of staff, who visited the 
community and met with homeowners. The TPPD had not even gone into effect when Councilman Ryu effectively 
cancelled it.

How does anyone know what the impact of this new TPPD is on nearby apartment residents if it has not even been 
allowed to go into effect?

We are a group of Lillian Way residents who are regularly inconvenienced by non residents blocking our driveways and 
removing our trash cans to make room to park. This parking congestion is created by employees, customers and valet 
parking attendants of nearby businesses and nearby apartment building residents who all park on our street because it is 
convenient for them.

When we return home from work, we are often unable to get back into our driveways, let alone find parking in front of 
our houses or anywhere on our block.

In the mornings, on the way to work, we regularly struggle to navigate our vehicles out of our driveways because 
nonresidents have encroached on both sides of our driveways. Sometimes it is impossible for us to even emerge from 
our driveways. We've had to work from home for several hours while waiting for parking enforcement to tow away 
nonresident vehicles. This is completely unacceptable.

We often have to park a block or two away due to blocked driveways, and this has continued to be the case in the past 
few weeks during which nearby apartment residents have been allowed to park in the new TPPD without being cited. 
Therefore, we know this situation will continue if the Councilman's change is implemented. If Councilman Ryu's change 
is implemented it will be effectively the same story for us law abiding and taxpaying homeowners.

If we can find parking on Clinton, why can't nearby apartment residents also find parking on Clinton? There are plenty 
of overnight spaces available on Clinton and other nearby streets, while Lillian Way is often congested because 
apartment residents want to park as close as possible to their apartment building. We believe there is ample available 
overnight street parking for Rossmore residents on Rossmore, Arden, Lucerne, Clinton, Rosewood. This is why 
Councilman LaBonge recommended this TPPD. Why do Rossmore residents have to be able to park on Lillian Way?
Do they have a greater right to park on Lillian Way than we have a right to get to work without being blocked in? Is their 
safety more important than our safety? We've just had two more break ins this week. The LAPD supports TPPDs to 
reduce the risk of break ins and encouraged us to implement this TPPD.

How can the Councilman make this change when the TPPD has already been approved for 12 months and so 
many people have already purchased permits believing the TPPD was set for at least 12 months?
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There is no reasonable basis for the Councilman's requested change. Councilman LaBonge supported the terms of the 
existing TPPD because he realized this community was being overrun and he wanted to preserve the neighborhood. At 
the same time, he found a way to carve out overnight parking for nearby apartment residents within certain streets in the 
TPPD and neighborhood. Why is this well considered resolution suddenly being overhauled before it has even had a 
chance of going into effect?

The committee should request that the Councilman conduct proper analysis and explore alternatives before ap 
proving any ill conceived requested change to a TPPD which has already been approved by the DOT.

We are writing this letter anonymously out of fear of reprisals from nearby apartment residents, who have attacked and 
harassed many Lillian Way residents because of parking issues.

Regards,

Lillian Way residents


